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QUESTION 1

The Experience Cloud site manager of Cloud Kicks has enabled reputation for its community members, As per the
recommendation given by the Experience Cloud consultant, a decision was made to use the out of the box features.
Which two things happen automatically when the site manager enables automation? Choose 2 answers 

A. Customer portal members gain the ability to provide badges to other members. 

B. Inactive and active members are assigned default reputation points. 

C. Chatter influence is removed from the Contribution section on the Profile page. 

D. Default point system and set of reputation levels become available. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 2

Northern Trail Qutfitters (NTO) would like to create a public Knowledge base for the general public to be able to view
articles, manuals, and FAQs. Which template should NTO select when building its site? 

A. Partner Central 

B. Help Center 

C. Customer Account Portal 

D. Customer Service 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which three considerations should be made when using Criteria-Based Audiences? Choose 3 answers 

A. Components in the template header and footer sections cannot be assigned to an audience. 

B. Salesforce must be contacted if you need to use the domain criteria in sandbox or Developer Edition orgs. 

C. Up to 2,000 audiences can be created. 

D. Domain criteria are not available in sandbox or Developer Edition orgs. 

E. Record Type criteria cannot be assigned to a component. 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 4
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Universal Containers has implemented Chat, but agents are complaining that they have to capture several pieces of
information before being able to service the customer. 

What should an administrator do to capture information upfront on the Experience site? 

A. Create a flow for customers to fill out before initiating Chat. 

B. Enable Chat for only authenticated users and pass the user\\'s information on hidden fields. 

C. Deploy a unique chat per topic. 

D. Create a pre-chat form to fill out before initiating Chat. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal Containers (UC) has a B2C customer department that uses person accounts to track and manage all B2C
customers. UC has set up a B2C site using Salesforce Experience Cloud. The VP of B2C business wants to enable self-
registration on the portal so customers can create their own user accounts. 

What should the Experience Cloud consultant at UC recommend so that the new users self-registering on the B2C site
are captured as person accounts in Salesforce? 

A. Create a custom self-registration page and Apex handler that creates a person account for each user self-registering
on the portal. 

B. Use the standard self-registration configuration under Experience Workspace and leave the default Account field
empty. 

C. Restrict the Account record type access to Person Account record type only for the Site Guest User, so any account
created is bv default a person account. 

Correct Answer: B 
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